* Residential Medical Waste* shall mean any medical waste that is *produced at a residential home* and that is contaminated with biological agents including body fluids, pathogens, blood, feces, radioactive isotopes, or other. These may be bandages, syringes (sharps), sheets, sanitary napkins, diapers, that have been used and/or have been contaminated by biological agents.

**RESTRICTIONS:**
* Residential medical waste is acceptable at Holly Hill as trash.
* DO NOT BRING commercial medical waste to Holly Hill
* Sharps (syringes, scalpels, blades, etc.) MUST be enclosed in a container and marked “*Residential Medical Waste*” (e.g. a coffee can or milk jug with a lid taped down and marked)
* All residential medical waste MUST be bagged (or double bagged) to eliminate leaking.
  Do NOT bag sharps containers.

**FEES:**
$0.00  There is no charge for residential medical waste disposed of as trash.

**Where is Trash drop off area?**
In the Trash Transfer Station building at the bottom of the hill, on the left side of the road. The building is across from the Operations Field.